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Chapter 1071 This Is So Beautiful 

This was so beautiful! 

Nicole couldn't even move her eyes away. 

Samuel was a little awkward. 

"What's that face for?" 

Samuel felt uncomfortable since the fishtail dress was wrapping him up and made him like a mummy. 

Nicole directly dragged Samuel out. 

"Hey." 

Samuel hesitated, but he could not hold back Nicole's excitement. So he closed his eyes and let Nicole 

drag him out. 

"Look, how do you like?" 

Nicole pointed at Samuel and asked the waitress beside her. 

The waitress was surprised. 

"Wow, you look so beautiful. And your eyes are so attractive." 

Samuel frowned slightly. 

'Is the waitress blind?' 

'I am a man, okay?' 

Just as Samuel was about to say something, Nicole spoke. 

"See? I told you! Please pass me the one over there. Yes, that beautiful lace dress." 

Samuel couldn't help but purse his lips. 

'Is Nicole addicted to buying me women's clothes?' 

However, Nicole ignored his refusal at all. She swiped the card quickly and pushed Samuel in to change 

the clothes. 

Compared to the fishtail dress he was in, Samuel thought that this lace dress might be better. At least, it 

allowed him to breathe freely. He had been worried that if he breathed deeply, this fishtail dress would 

be torn apart. 

It was hard to imagine how much women had to suffer for beauty. 

The fishtail dress couldn't be designed for human. 

Samuel dawdled to change his clothes. He really wanted to stay in the fitting room forever. 



The waitress finally thought about something and whispered to another one, "I remember it was a man 

who just got into the fitting room, right?" 

"Oh, right, it was a man. How come a beauty came out then?" 

They were surprised. 

Nicole didn't care what they said. She suddenly remembered the waitresses had been staring at Samuel, 

so she said, "Well, this is his special hobby. Please don't judge him. And please keep it a secret." 

The waitresses were startled. 

A special hobby? 

What a pity! 

How came such a handsome man had such a special hobby? 

As if having seen through their thoughts, Nicole was so happy. 

'Don't ever covet my husband!' 

'Now you can stop making moves on him, can't you?' 

Samuel finally walked out. 

He walked in an awkward way. 

high heels she had just chosen back in place and chose a 

shoes might fit 

helplessly glanced at Nicole, but he sat down anyway 

that they saw Samuel changing shoes obediently, and even a little happily, 

that what she said was 

"What a pity." 

two waitresses whispered to 

just wanted Nicole to be happy. However, this would be the one and only time for him to he do such a 

shameful thing 

himself, while putting 

looked at 

she was not as good-looking as 

Damn it! 

her card and walked out of the clothing 

couldn't help but purse his 



don't want me to dress like this and 

bad. From now on, 

Nicole smiled contentedly. 

he saw Nicole's 

on the streets and attracted a lot 

few men passed by them and whistled at 

may I have your 

men even started 

weren't for Nicole, he would have already gone up and 

hard to 

a flower shop and a ring in a jewelry shop. And then she gave them to 

took them and went to 

was very beautiful, and the 

said happily, "Let's 

anything as long as Nicole was 

"OK." 

passer-by and gave him some money to 

happy to 

in front of Samuel and looked 

kneeled down to Nicole but was 

"I change my mind." 

"Huh?" 

Nicole say, "I want to propose to you! You are a beauty now, 

and see what nonsense she 

"Can we stop?" 

"But I like it." 

Samuel compromised again. 

long 

eyes, feeling uncomfortable 



What a suffering! 

quickly ran to change into a white 

a hat and looked like 

back, Samuel couldn't help but feel 

Samuel's chin, smiling evilly, and said, "Give me a smile, 

was so embarrassed that he smiled. Even so, his smile was 

passer-by hurriedly turned on the 

throat and said, "Mister, I'm a 

Nicole laughed out loud. 

A good girl! 

had actually called himself a 

Nicole was surprised! 

looking at her shyly and timidly. It just made 

about I take you as my 

Nicole smiled again. 

and said shyly, "That'd be 

to not to laugh out 

the bride price? Just say it. You know, I'm 

do not want the bride price. I just 

"Pooh!" 

back anymore and laughed 

by herself, so Samuel held her in his arms. Then he handed the roses 

illness, wealth or poverty, life or death, I will stay by your side, love you and will never 

Chapter 1072 Samuel Has Become Cheekier Recently 

What the hell? 

Twitter headlines?! 

She just played a role-playing game with her husband. How did they make the headlines? 

That was crazy! 

Nicole quickly opened Twitter. 



As expected, the flirting image of her stretching out her finger and raising Samuel's chin was posted 

online. She didn't know who took this photo. But the photo just happened to show her evil charm and 

Samuel's shyness. 

If she hadn't personally experienced it, she wouldn't believe that person was Samuel! 

No wonder Ashley and the others didn't recognize him. 

Nicole suddenly felt that the situation was going wild. 

Ashley and the others saw it. Her grandfather and uncle must have seen it! 

Would they also think that she had done such a disgraceful thing behind Samuel's back? 

Nicole suddenly felt like crying. 

Now she was in trouble. 

After Samuel packed himself up, he saw Nicole looking at her phone with a look of helplessness. He 

couldn't help but ask. 

"What's wrong? I proposed in a woman's dress as you wish. Why are you still unhappy? Or are you not 

satisfied with the photography work of that boy?" 

Nicole looked at Samuel who knew nothing about what had happened. She felt helpless and said, 

"Samuel, we made the headlines." 

"What?" 

Samuel was a little surprised. 

Nicole directly showed Twitter to Samuel and said guiltily, "I'm sorry. I didn't think of that." 

If people found out that this beauty was Samuel. The image of Samuel would be destroyed! 

Nicole instantly felt that she didn't consider carefully. 

Originally, it was a small affair between husband and wife, but now the situation has gone too far. How 

could she fix it? 

What was wrong with these people? 

Why did they take her photo? 

They even posted it online. Did they get her permission? 

Nicole thought to herself and carefully looked at Samuel, who was frowning and not saying anything. 

Was he angry? 

What should she do? 

Just as Nicole was at a loss, her phone in Samuel's hand rang. 

Samuel looked at the phone. It was from Jason. 



He directly handed it to Nicole. 

She knew why Jason called. Nicole shook her head, but Samuel answered the phone for her. 

"Nicole, what the hell are you doing? Are you crazy? Or did someone force you to do so? Tell me! Who is 

the one forcing you? I will go kill him. Probably Samuel hadn't seen it. If he sees it, what can you do? You 

love Samuel so much! Why do you like women now? Tell me! When did you change your sexual 

orientation?" 

Jason's voice was a little cracking. Nicole could tell how angry Jason was. 

"Uncle Jason, it's not what you think. I just..." 

Nicole suddenly stopped. 

how could Samuel face the people in the Seapolis City and 

swore that she had never thought of this. She just simply 

was about to cry, Samuel couldn't help but sigh 

"That woman is me." 

Samuel's voice. When Jason heard Samuel, he couldn't help but be 

"Samuel?" 

"Yes." 

you say the woman in the photo 

that he had 

interest between us. We were just playing a role exchange 

was surprised that he opened his mouth wide. It took him a long time to be 

are a soldier. Why were you messing around with Nicole! 

I don't care what other people would think. It has 

was touched by 

Her husband was wonderful! 

Jason was surprised again. 

a long time to 

if Nicole bullies you in the future, don't come 

what are you talking about? Are 

phone heavily. He didn't 

phone was hanging 



scolded Nicole 

felt that she was 

Samuel explained to Edwin. 

"This is nonsense!" 

hearing this. They 

felt a 

"Darling, I'm sorry." 

sorry to me? It is our 

she was the happiest person in the 

City. Naturally a lot of female fans liked him. Because of the photo, those fans cursed her in Nicole's 

Those were ugly curses. 

wanted to ignore it, but her mood was 

not say anything. He directly registered on Twitter and asked Ernesto to complete account 

to my wife for putting on the makeup for me this time. From the photos, I know 

was posted on 

What? 

That beauty was Samuel! 

must be 

and Steven almost choked 

"Is Samuel crazy?" 

could he do such a thing for his wife? That's not something a 

didn't say anything, he frowned slightly. Obviously, he didn't 

the women went 

woman is Mr. 

I don't care how many 

indeed my idol. He is 

like crazy. Instantly this 

front of her. It was 



He was cool. Now, he admitted to the whole world that he played a role-playing game. He even told the 

truth that he was 

was about to 

don't do 

my wife. This is what a husband should do for his wife. Alright, hurry up and tidy up. Let's go back to our 

was so considerate that Nicole felt as if she 

was so sweet. No matter what happened, she 

towards him, Samuel felt that what he had done 

wanted in this world, only Nicole. He didn't care about 

Samuel felt good. 

drove Nicole back to 

the base look like when they saw Samuel. However, 

saw Nicole and Samuel return, he gave 

mean. He 

of me. 

Chapter 1073 Mine Is Yours 

Nicole looked at Samuel's smiling face and couldn't help but be a little infatuated. 

Seeing his wife looking at him like this, Samuel couldn't help but stretched out his finger to tap the tip of 

her nose. 

"What." 

Nicole frowned slightly, a little furious. 

However, Samuel liked it more. 

"Do you have an answer?" 

"No, but you said you would take me on a boat trip." 

Nicole said with a smile. 

A world of only them? 

Wasn't a boat trip the answer? 

Samuel smiled faintly. He didn't say if it was right or wrong. He just had his men pack their things and 

took Nicole to the helicopter. 

Seeing that there was no one on the helicopter, Nicole couldn't help but be stunned. 



"Where's the pilot?" 

Samuel smiled and said, "From today, I will be your pilot." 

"You? Can you do that?" 

Nicole was immediately shocked. 

Samuel was disliked by his wife so he could not help but frown. 

"Woman couldn't suspect the men when facing them." 

Nicole was a little awkward. 

Nicole's face instantly blushed, but for the sake of her life, she asked again, "You really could do that?" 

"Yes! Let's go, darling." 

Samuel gestured with a gentlemanly invitation. 

Although Nicole was a little hesitant, when she saw Samuel's confident expression, she took a deep 

breath and said, "Forget it. Being able to live and die together is also a kind of happiness." 

Samuel's mouth twitched immediately. 

Was he so distrustful to his wife? 

After getting up, Nicole sat in the passenger seat and quickly fastened her seat belt. 

When Samuel came up, Nicole asked again. 

"Darling, can you?" 

Samuel glanced at her. This glance was really meaningful. Seeing this, Nicole laughed foolishly and didn't 

dare to ask a single word more. 

When the plane started, Nicole tightly gripped the handle and her heartbeat accelerated. 

So fucking exciting! 

She was actually taken out for a ride by her husband on the helicopter. If she said it to others, those 

women would definitely be envied to death. 

With that thought in mind, Nicole took out her phone and directly took a picture of Samuel's side face as 

he flew the plane and posted it on Twitter, with the caption, "Wow, how handsome my husband is when 

he flies the plane!" 

The moment this microblog was posted, it immediately caused a huge discussion. 

Nicole ignored it and post the picture on her Twitter again. 

Ashley was the first to comment. 

"A woman who are showing off your love affairs, how could you do this?" 

Gabrielle then commented, 



"It seems like that all other men couldn't know how to fly the helicopter! My husband Blair just didn't 

want to fly it." 

Claire just "Liked" directly without saying anything. However, the next second, a video appeared on her 

Twitter. 

video of 

Moment, "What? Are you blushed? Take a look at 

"Try me 

Ashley was immediately depressed. 

at Steven, who was holding his mobile phone to open a video conference, and 

"What's wrong?" 

his wife and thought that something was wrong, so he hurriedly 

indifferently, "Can 

to fly? That thing is too risky. Do you want to 

caused 

care about widowhood. From tomorrow onwards, you go to 

Ashley directly said. 

Steven was speechless. 

should I learn to 

want you to learn, 

really couldn't stand 

of her Moment 

had lifted the plane to an altitude 

felt that it was different from 

to look at Samuel. The more she looked at him, the 

why don't 

look sideways, but 

to wipe her mouth. She did not 

"Samuel!" 

She bellowed coquettishly. 

Samuel immediately laughed. 



was 

tempted by his faint 

face with her chin tilted like a little girl, then sighed and said, "Samuel, 

Samuel was instantly overjoyed. 

you for 

will have no problem about finding a partner in the future. 

felt a 

that her topic changed too quickly, Samuel couldn't help but frown and say, "Lucas is still young, why are 

you 

is my son. 

Samuel stopped talking. 

kid looking for 

he didn't dare to say this in front of 

and Nicole did 

a little 

for so 

her eyes and 

face and couldn't help but raise the corner of his 

or six hours for the plane to 

she had a telepathy, and was immediately stunned by the scene in front 

Is 

"Yes." 

see the surprise in Nicole's eyes and felt that it was worthy of him to 

leaned on the 

floating in the sky, which melted when they fell into the sea, but the 

saw a small snow-white 

from the sky, it was in silver, and it was especially conspicuous 

a small island over there! It 

that's where we are 



instantly 

"A private island?" 

a few years ago. It hasn't been named yet. You can 

made Nicole stunned 

gave me something? On your 

like to. Because it's my 

words were 

was so sweet that 

it snowing all 

is basically no spring, autumn and summer here. It snows all 

Samuel's words, Nicole was simply 

actually such a place 

a special geographical environment. The scenery of snow all-year-round 

as buying a watch, but Nicole knew that if 

about this. 

was still 

Chapter 1074 Be Mocked at 

It was somewhat cold outside. 

Samuel held Nicole's small hands tightly and entered the villa with her. 

It was also a little cold in the villa. 

Nicole looked at the European style decoration and the fireplace and felt delighted. 

"No servants?" 

"Yes, just we two." 

Samuel threw his coat onto the sofa and got up to light the fireplace. 

Soon it got warm in the room. 

"I'll do the cleaning." 

Nicole also took off her coat and went to the bathroom to get a rag to clean up. 

They cleaned the room like ordinary couples. 

It has been a long time since Nicole had had exercises. So she got tired soon. 



She looked at Samuel shoveling the snow at the door. The way he waved his shovel was really 

handsome. 

'It's his birthday.' 

Nicole got up and went to the kitchen. Seeing that flour and everything had been prepared, she rolled 

up her sleeves and began to make a bowl of noodle for Samuel. 

After Samuel cleaned up the snow outside, he was feeling so hot. 

As soon as he entered the house, he saw Nicole making noodle for him. So he put up a beautiful smile. 

Birthdays used to be nothing special to him. In the past, Laurel had always been abroad, so Zama would 

celebrate he and Vincent's birthday for them. At that time, he had not understood why Zama would be 

so concerned about their birthdays. Now that he knew, he felt so pitiful. 

Later, he had found out that he was just a tool. So he had thought that his birthday was a disgrace, a 

symbol of his failed life. But now Nicole was busy preparing something for his birthday. 

If it could be like this every year, it would be nice to have a birthday. 

A lamp, a woman, and a kitchen were enough to make him feel warm. 

Samuel walked over and hugged Nicole from behind. 

The familiar aura made Nicole smile. 

"The noodles will be ready soon." 

"Thank you, Nicole." 

Samuel placed his chin on Nicole's shoulder. 

Nicole's heart softened. 

"Come on. Wait outside. It'll be ready in a moment." 

"Alright." 

Samuel reluctantly let go of Nicole. 

Nicole quickly brought it out. 

"Come on, honey. Time for your noodles." 

Nicole smiled as she looked at Samuel. 

There were no servants, no children, but only the two of them. They were like ordinary couples, living a 

simple, calm, yet peaceful and harmonious life. 

Samuel sat down at the table. 

He picked up his chopsticks and took a bite. 

"How is it?" 



"Delicious." 

Samuel spoke gently and then ate all the noodles. 

Seeing that Samuel had eaten it up, Nicole was very satisfied. 

She prepared a bowl of noodles for herself too. Because she was really hungry, so she ate a little fast. 

that she would choke, Samuel hurriedly poured 

went to wash the dishes. 

to help each other in their daily 

TV 

and tidied up the kitchen, he came over and sat down. Nicole subconsciously stretched out her feet to 

"Cold." 

was a 

fire in the house, it wouldn't get warm in 

feet and 

made Nicole slightly 

"Aren't you cold?" 

"No." 

with 

Nicole felt so sweet. 

"What are you watching?" 

a fairy and a soldier 

Samuel frowned slightly. 

'What the hell?' 

'A fairy?' 

'What is that?' 

market trends. Now that Nicole was so immersed in it, 

see the scene where the female lead wanted to celebrate 

is cute. Every girl would like to go out on a date with her lover at Christmas and he's 

was saying that, another male character happened to hear what the female lead had said and said, "I'll 

accompany you 



male lead's face instantly made Nicole 

Don't pretend and 

Samuel also smiled. 

'Christmas.' 

'So women like Christmas.' 

'Shoot! Isn't it tomorrow?' 

but Nicole didn't want to take her feet off 

Nicole's laughter. This kind of calm happiness 

took out Nicole's feet, which caused Nicole's dissatisfaction immediately. However, she only pouted and 

then 

took some out and washed them. Then, he put them on a fruit 

"That's too far." 

out for 

beside her, 

Samuel's thigh, leaned lazily on the sofa, and 

laughed. He picked up 

"Wow, sweet!" 

Then she turned to watch the 

quietly 

he saw the male lead holding so many balloons and flowers standing in front of the cinema 

'Isn't this stupid?' 

happily said, "Wow, 

eyes flickered 

changed 

'Romantic?' 

of 

so dumb, 

there like that 

a 



have something to deal with. You have 

Samuel stood up. 

"Alright." 

was busy, so she was already satisfied that he could spare some time to 

the study, he immediately called 

you spend 

Ernesto was confused. 

What? 

said awkwardly, "Mr. Green, I'm still 

"So?" 

"So I don't know." 

Samuel was upset. 

deserve to be 

hung 

know what 

Mr. Green just say he deserved to be 

he mean by 

had time 

and thought for a moment. Who should he 

Blair? 

would definitely laugh 

Chapter 1075 You Would Always Be Young in My Eyes 

Watching him left, Nicole quickly took Samuel's phone and unlocked it. 

She didn't want to peep on his privacy, but only wanted to know who bullied him. 

The last call was to Steven. 

Steven? 

Nicole was slightly stunned. 

Then, she wasn't surprised. In Seapolis City, except for the four young masters, who else would laugh at 

Samuel and made him so helpless? 



Although she didn't know what Steven had said to Samuel, she remembered that Samuel recently 

dressed up as a woman, and that could be the reason. 

Nicole smiled faintly. 

She took out her phone and sent a message to Ashley. 

"Do you want to see Steven dress like a woman?" 

Ashley paused after reading the message, and then replied, "No." 

"Are you afraid of seeing that? I understand how you feel. Even dressed up like a woman, Samuel still 

looks nice. Who else could be like him? Well, no offence. Just ignore me." 

Ashley stared at Nicole's message. 

Ignored her? 

How? 

Ashley knew that Nicole said that on purpose, but she just couldn't bear it. 

"Steven!" 

Ashley said in a low voice. 

Steven came out from shower and saw Ashley looked upset, so he checked on her. 

"What's wrong?" 

"Did you make fun of Samuel for dressing like a woman?" 

Ashley looked at Steven with a smile. But somehow, he felt she was planning on something. 

"So? He looked funny, so I mocked him. Why can't I? And, you are my wife, why do you even care about 

that?" 

"Nothing. I remember you said that you will go back for the New Year, right?" 

"Yeah?" 

"If you want me and the kids to go back with you together, you also got to let me see you dress up like a 

woman." 

Ashley said indifferently and looked at Steven. 

Steven was speechless. 

"Ashley, you promised, and you know how much they want to see the kids." 

"Then do as I said." 

"Are you out of your mind?" 

Steven felt humiliated. He turned around and went to the bedroom and slammed the door. 

Ashley was mad. 



She jumped up. 

"Steven, what do you mean? Samuel can dress like a woman to please Nicole, why can't you? I see. They 

married for love, and you married me because I forced you to. Is that why you don't bother to make me 

happy? That's right, how can I be compared with Nicole?" 

Ashley started to feel sorry for herself. Her words were like swords piercing into Steven's heart. 

"Why do you bring that up? It's been so many years, and you are still talking about it. Have I ever 

complained about it?" 

Steven opened the door and looked at Ashley's back. She was shivering. Although he didn’t hear her cry, 

he felt bad the way she looked. 

He suddenly felt sad. 

"Alright, it's no big deal. I'll do it." 

"Do you want to do it, or am I forcing you again?" 

voice was a 

said, "I want 

do you want to 

turned around 

cry at 

like a 

"Ashley...." 

it. Don't try to 

smirked and shook her 

such a fool 

have to do the same? You must 

Steven knew Samuel well. 

Samuel, and now it 

never piss 

care about those things and pushed him to 

try on my clothes? I think I 

she started 

Steven was dumbfounded. 

A princess dress? 



tall and was going to wear 

rather kill 

rummaging through the wardrobe. Steven turned around and 

This was ridiculous! 

between Samuel and Nicole, why should Steven 

Steven was about to run out of the house, he heard Ashley's 

now, but can you run 

Steven's good-looking face darkened. 

back to the bedroom. Now, he was all up to 

look good in women's 

was wearing a princess dress, a long curly wig and 

took two 

"So ugly." 

Ashley's words agitated Steven. 

"Ugly?" 

He smiled flirtatiously. 

but Steven threw her to 

screamed and accidentally sent 

Nicole got a message. 

She checked on it. 

She chuckled. 

Nicole was laughing hard. 

God! 

so cute in 

also took a 

Look at him! 

now 

"He looks stupid!" 

Samuel said. 



hard that 

be mean, it's not that 

and 

He was a macho guy, 

and had bright 

in a princess dress would 

God! 

even felt 

Ashley was too naughty. 

wasn't completely useless. She was right 

on her phone, Samuel knew it was probably 

It was fair now. 

masters, he shouldn’t be the only one to 

should join him, and that 

for 

sofa while chatting on the phone, and Samuel was working on his laptop. 

It was lunch time. 

Nicole was going to make him a nice meal. But Samuel said, 

we are 

Nicole paused. 

smiled, "It's true, but we can eat in the 

to 

"By boat." 

got a 

Chapter 1076 Outsiders to Us 

Was she kidnapped? 

Holy shit! 

What the hell happened? 

Such bad luck? 



How could she be kidnapped wherever she went? 

Was she a pushover in their eyes? 

Nicole wanted to get loose, but the person behind her said, "Don't move if you want to be alive. I'm just 

using your speedboat as a hiding place." 

"Sir, you don't have to abduct me to use my boat, do you?" 

Nicole snorted contemptuously. 

Using? 

What a joke! 

When Samuel arrived, he saw the man threatened his wife. 

"Don't move, or this beautiful lady will be in danger." 

The man smiled evilly. 

Samuel frowned slightly. 

He was rather confident that he could take hold of the man if he made a move. However, the street 

outside was quiet, so Samuel wasn't sure if there were any snipers nearby. 

The man in front of him wore camouflage on his face that was used by Special Forces. He was likely to 

be a mercenary who killed without blinking. 

Such soldiers obviously weren't coming for them. They were just unlucky to encounter them. 

"What are you doing? Let go of my wife. I'll give you anything you want." 

Samuel's eyes darkened slightly. 

The man nodded and said to Nicole, "Beautiful lady, please get on the boat." 

At this time, Nicole could only obey. 

She looked at Samuel gloomily and said, "Is today's birthday wasted?" 

She spoke Chinese. 

Samuel smiled and said, "I'll make up for you later." 

"No. It is said that it's unlucky to postpone birthdays. I hate it." 

Nicole got back on the boat. 

The man raised his eyebrows slightly. 

"Which one of you celebrates your birthday today?" 

His Chinese was very fluent. Nicole and Samuel were both stunned for a moment, but neither of them 

spoke. 

He didn't care whose birthday today was! 



The man and Nicole returned to the speedboat. A dozen people suddenly surged out from behind the 

man and boarded the boat at the same time. 

Nicole and Samuel frowned when they sensed that these men were skilled fighters. 

They all wore camouflage, making it hard for them to see their faces clearly. However, their fierce 

appearances were frightening. 

After Nicole boarded the boat, the man allowed her to be with Samuel without making things difficult 

for her. 

"Are you alright?" 

Samuel frowned and looked at her. 

Nicole shook her head. 

She sat down beside Samuel. 

The man looked at them and smiled, "No matter whose birthday is today, it's my treat." 

Then he sent someone to buy a birthday cake. 

Nicole wanted to refuse, but Samuel held her hand tightly. 

for a moment, then 

"Thank you." 

thanked the man indifferently, and then he didn't 

Nicole sat at the side. They didn't care when the man was looking at them all 

at 

Even 

The man's face darkened. 

after, someone brought back a 

Nicole's favorite one. But now she didn't have the slightest intention of savoring 

"It looked ugly." 

man frowned 

that? The lady said the cake is ugly. Buy a beautiful one 

like a pushover now, but Samuel could feel 

beast. Although he was calm for the time 

Nicole's hand and said, "Is it 

"Yes, a little." 



Nicole nodded. 

match for that at home. Moreover, 

near his 

the mist, Nicole 

in their 

guys love each other so 

Samuel didn't want to talk to 

eyes were 

hate seeing people making out in public. What should I do? I really wanted to celebrate 

But for her, he made a terrible mistake by ruining her 

was clear that the man wanted 

Nicole wanted to fight back, she suddenly heard the sound 

expression immediately 

"Sail!" 

and pointed the gun in his hand straight 

controlled and wanted to beat these people 

slightly and his eyes flashed with 

the most was coercion, and he couldn't forgive the 

you the boat under the condition 

Samuel's voice was cold. 

man sneered and said, "I'll kill you both 

"Then go to hell." 

pushed Nicole away and kicked the 

saw that Samuel attacked their master, they immediately targeted at him and shot him without 

"No! Samuel!" 

Nicole's heart lurched. 

the boat suddenly 

prepared and hurried to maintain their balance. They 

this moment, Samuel suddenly 



man's arm went numb and 

"Boss!" 

under Samuel's control, these subordinates 

emerged from the sea. Nicole was so scared that she wanted to make 

"Really?" 

Nicole was slightly stunned. 

jumped on the 

"Boss." 

weird that Samuel was 

Boss? 

as if he 

they came to 

frowned, looking 

"Who are you?" 

never asked who you were. Is it necessary for you to 

kicked the man 

The man snorted, "You...." 

me the most. Who do you think you are when you got on 

filled 

finally celebrate her birthday with Samuel but a lunatic kidnapped her. She was 

punched and 

the rest people curled their 

was really 

machine guns pointed at him and his men, he 

turned to be as fierce as a boxer. The punch was so 

I swear 

"What? Go to hell!" 

directly picked up a rag 

Chapter 1077 That Was Brutal 



As Nicole finished, she realized that it was a silly question. 

Who was Zayn? 

He was her cousin. Why on earth would he kidnap her? 

Besides, Zayn was now in Country F. He wouldn't have time to come here and kidnap her. 

Nicole chuckled, "My brain isn't working well recently." 

"Well, maybe you should have some monkey brain to help you become smart." 

Nicole didn't like to be mocked by Samuel. 

"Shouldn't you say something to make me feel better?" 

"What would you like to hear?" 

Samuel's mood wasn't affected at all, as if nothing had happened just now. 

Nicole was depressed. 

She looked at the harbor and whispered, "Those people aren't the bodyguards of the Green family, are 

they?" 

"No." 

Samuel turned around and whispered, "They're from Sky Group. We're not in our motherland now. The 

people from the Green family might draw unwanted attention to us." 

Nicole was surprised. 

"Sky Group? They work for Fill?" 

"Yes." 

Few people knew about the relationship between Samuel and Fill or the fact that Samuel was the 

highest leader of Sky Group. However, the upper echelons of Sky Group knew about it. Therefore, 

Samuel contacted the people of Sky Group to secretly protect her. 

That was why those people called him Mr. Samuel. 

Nicole couldn't help but think of Fill. 

"Fill hasn't returned yet?" 

"He can't come back for the time being. Whether this Whitney is real or fake, Fill will not leave her out 

there on her own. Let's leave him to it." 

Hearing Samuel's words, Nicole nodded. 

"I hope that by the time we get home, the ancient book is already there." 

Seeing that Nicole was still thinking about the ancient book, Samuel felt touched. 



"I'm feeling a lot better now. Don't worry too much. Moreover, even if the ancient book arrives, Blair 

and Joseph will need some time to study it. We should be patient." 

Nicole nodded. 

"What bad luck! Why would we come across such a psycho? If he's not Zayn, who will he be?" 

Nicole was back to the point. 

Samuel whispered, "Zayn's brother." 

"Which one?" 

Samuel was amused and said, "I didn't look into it." 

"I see." 

Nicole felt the same way. They came here for a tour, why should they care who that man was? Yet, she 

was curious what a prince from Country F was doing here. 

"Is this place close to Country F?" 

Nicole suddenly thought of this possibility. 

"Yes." 

Samuel didn't keep it from her. 

Nicole was upset instantly. 

"Why was this happening to us?" 

have anything to do country F when I bought this island. However, since I've already bought it, let's 

said calmly, but Nicole thought of 

knew he's a prince from Country F, but you threw him into the sea anyway. Aren't you afraid of 

let us off. Since that's the case, why should we play nice? Besides, I don't like him pointing a gun at you. 

This is just a warning. The power struggle between him and 

Samuel's eyes were cold. 

felt warm 

are you going to throw 

surprised by her question. He paused for a moment before saying indifferently, 

twitched when she 

Sulfuric acid pond? 

he going to make that man without 

He was brutal! 



chuckled, and then, she found the car 

was a nice 

held her hand and walked 

"I want some cake." 

"I've booked one." 

Nicole into 

have booked the entire restaurant, but he took her to a 

"You don't like it?" 

looked at 

nice to be close to a 

ordinary couple would do - book a table in the restaurant to celebrate the 

that she liked it, Samuel 

the restaurant, she couldn't help but 

play 

"A little." 

Samuel said humbly. 

said, 

"Together?" 

and said shyly, "I'm not very good 

You have 

it. I'll 

refused, Samuel 

unbuttoned his cuffs and went to the 

and smiled. That smile immediately attracted the attention 

he's 

this handsome guy come 

The women screamed. 

Samuel always drew attention in 

and attractive to every woman. 



Nicole felt proud instantly. 

started to 

made people feel relaxed and happy. Everyone was attracted to it in 

the most beautiful music in the 

out her 

women saw Nicole take out her phone, they took out their 

Samuel became popular on 

a title: 

song, Samuel got off the stage 

at the man in front of her and 

are you really my 

Samuel smiled. 

his wife put on 

Nicole's face and 

"Wow!" 

exclaimed in the 

wanted to push Samuel away, but she couldn't. She was lost in the kiss with 

How embarrassing. 

hurriedly lowered her head, her red 

to 

Here came the cake. 

attention 

candle and make 

making a wish. I'm not a 

felt that he was almost thirty, so he didn't want to do something so childish, 

have the right to make a 

"Alright. Whatever you say." 

the number 28 

He was twenty-eight. 



Chapter 1078 I'm Just Making a Suggestion 

Seeing Nicole's surprised look, Samuel asked. 

"What's wrong?" 

"Look who's that!" 

Nicole narrowed her eyes. 

Samuel followed Nicole's gaze and saw a familiar figure disappearing into a hotel. 

Trevin? 

What was he doing here? 

Samuel narrowed his eyes. 

Nicole smiled and said, "Do you think I'm being betrayed by my own people again?" 

Samuel felt sorry for her upon hearing that. 

Nicole used to trust Finn very much, but what happened in the end? 

Finn worked for Laurel and betrayed Nicole. 

Finn had nearly sacrificed his life in exchange for Nicole's forgiveness, but the trust had long 

disappeared. 

She had personally promoted Trevin, but wasn't Trevin supposed to be in Bordeaux now? 

What was he doing here? 

Samuel and Nicole hadn't decided to come here until the last minute, so no one knew their 

whereabouts. In other words, Trevin didn't come here for them. He had secretly come here behind their 

back. 

What was he doing here? 

This question was bothering Nicole. 

Only the Harpers could find the ancient book, and Trevin was a Harper. With the ring Lucas gave him, he 

found the ancient book. But why did it end up in Fill's hands? 

Nicole had never thought about this before, but now she felt that it was too much of a coincidence. 

"Shall I send someone over to take a look?" 

Nicole didn't say yes or no, but her face was somewhat gloomy. 

Samuel waved his hand, and two people followed Trevin into the hotel. They would need some time to 

get information. 

Seeing that Nicole was in a bad mood, he cooed, "Let's go watch a movie." 

"Will you be upset if I say no?" 



Nicole didn't want to do anything to upset Samuel on his birthday, but she was really not in a good 

mood. 

Trevin was like a thorn in her chest now. 

She didn't know if this thorn could be pulled out. 

If he turned out to be another Finn, she didn't know how she would feel. 

Samuel could relate to her and he said, "If Trevin was really doing something behind our back, it must 

have something to do with Maia." 

"Maia dug her own grave. I didn't kill her. Is he going to blame me for that?" 

"There are things that you and I cannot control. Some people just see things differently. Let's wait and 

see." 

Samuel had made a good point. 

Nicole nodded. 

"Let's go watch a movie." 

Nicole suddenly said. 

Samuel had no objection. 

this wasn't the Seapolis City, Samuel didn't book the entire theater. They bought two movie tickets and 

two barrels of popcorn and walked 

was a romance 

to it, and she cried when watching 

tissue and handed it 

just a movie. Don't be so 

"Well…." 

still focusing on the 

and Nicole saw Rebecca 

signed Rebecca. Rebecca's acting skills were quite impressive in the 

Rebecca's great acting skills made her decide to call Daisy later and talk about the new direction 

was attracted to the movie, 

of romance movies. He didn't 

had an 

the girls in the movie 

a minute before going out? Your eyes 



"Okay." 

leave before she got up from her seat and walked 

lasted for more than two 

a screenwriter and write a story about us. We can make it a movie. I think it will attract a lot of 

"Huh?" 

Nicole was surprised. 

anything 

is much better than what we saw 

words made Nicole 

want it! Why should I share my love story with others? Besides, you're so handsome. No actor is good 

enough to act like 

caused Samuel to feel proud of 

it's your call. I'm just making a 

I don't want to make the movie. 

refused, and Samuel 

before the people 

"Mr. Samuel, Ms. Nicole." 

paused for a 

was 

a 

of hearing bad news about Trevin or 

held her hand 

hotel. He went straight to Room 806. It 

her that, 

A week ago? 

the time, Trevin hadn't gone 

"Go on." 

Samuel said. 

the balcony window. Then, we heard a woman's voice, but we couldn't make out the 



A woman's voice? 

Nicole frowned harder. 

Trevin get a 

It shouldn't be. 

training and wouldn't have time for dating. Maia 

Samuel frowned slightly. 

A woman's voice? 

was such a 

him and see if you 

"Yes, Sir." 

subordinates left, Samuel looked at Nicole and said, "Today is my birthday. Don't let 

"Alright." 

Nicole agreed. 

are we going to do 

"To watch the stars?" 

She believed lying in the fields with her beloved and watching the 

nobody would want to lie 

Chapter 1079 Today Is My Birthday 

Did he love her back then? 

Wasn't the answer obvious? 

However, Samuel did not want to answer it right now. He just wanted to swallow the little woman in 

front of him. 

Nicole found her body burning and her heart racing. 

Samuel really wanted to combine with Nicole, but he stopped at the last step. 

"What should we do?" 

Seeing Samuel's sad look, Nicole couldn't help but smile and say, "It's fine. We'll have plenty of time in 

the future." 

"But I don't want you to suffer." 

"I'm not suffering." 

Nicole blushed. 



What was wrong with this man today? 

Just when Nicole wanted to get up, Samuel held her and whispered in her ear, "Actually, I can still make 

you happy." 

When Nicole was in a daze, Samuel had made a move. 

She blushed all the way down to her neck. 

Afterwards, Nicole leaned in Samuel's embrace, sweating profusely. 

Samuel's eyes were filled with affection. 

"Let me carry you to take a bath." 

"I can walk." 

Nicole was still blushing about what just happened. 

She didn't know that could work before. 

Samuel loved Nicole's shy look and said softly, "Can you still move?" 

"Don't tease me." 

Nicole wanted to bury her blushing face somewhere. 

Samuel smiled and carried Nicole to the bathroom. 

After they took a bath together, Nicole was a little tired, so Samuel went to bed with her. 

Nicole soon fell asleep, but Samuel could not. 

He got up and went to the deck. He wanted to smoke, only to find that he didn't have any cigarettes 

with him. 

Two men showed up and stood behind him. 

"Mr. Samuel." 

"Fill is here now?" 

Samuel's voice was not loud, and the wind whipping on his face blurred the sound. 

This was the happiest birthday he ever had. Unfortunately, he couldn't stay with Nicole without any 

distractions. 

As long as a person was alive, he would have burdens. The higher he was standing, the more things he 

had to worry about. 

For the safety of his wife and children, he had to bother himself with these shitty matters. 

After Samuel finished asking, he rubbed his temples. 

subordinate whispered, "He is here, but he can't 

him to come back 



"Yes." 

narrowed his eyes and looked at the vast sea, lost 

"There's something else. After Trevin went out of the hotel, our people saw the woman meeting with 

him come out. 

his hands 

"Who?" 

His voice was cold. 

for a moment before whispering, 

Samuel's eyes darkened. 

It was indeed her. 

Nicole arranged for her and Zac 

the sanatorium 

report, Samuel put on 

"When did it happen?" 

before Lillian was sent to 

has been 

some things that the bodyguards of the Green family couldn't find out, because Petty and Zac grew up 

with him together and some of 

of Sky Group to 

Samuel had complicated feelings. 

families left in this world. He really didn't want to do anything to hurt her, 

was upset, his subordinate whispered, "Not exactly. Since Petty came back last time, she'd been 

behaving herself for a while. I think she really wanted to make peace with you and Nicole. However, 

Lillian's death 

She chose the 

Samuel was pissed. 

sighed, "Major is her 

"I'm her brother." 

was disappointed 

on her and see what she's up 

tied him up. 



his subordinate's words, Samuel narrowed 

is Nicole's man. I'll leave 

nodded and 

still standing 

his sleeves, and he 

the person meeting with Trevin 

Petty! 

His sister! 

to stay in the sanatorium, to avoid attracting attention, he had the people from Sky Group protect them 

outside. However, he never expected this 

Samuel's heart ached. 

Why? 

family always 

the kinship 

but he heard the 

It was Zac. 

Should he answer it? 

a moment before pressing the answer 

Petty is just confused 

"Today is my birthday." 

Samuel cut him off. 

Birthday? 

did he recall that today was 

birthday in the past, he would buy his friends some drinks every year on 

on Samuel's birthday, Zak and 

Mr. Green. But 

sister and the only blood-related family I have in the world. 

voice was 

Zac fell silent. 



Samuel to let Petty off for the sake 

cousin and Lillian is her biological mother. Do you think she still cares that I'm her brother? Do 

Zac remained silent. 

also 

he didn't want to do it again. But that woman was his 

I beg you 

Chapter 1080 Why Do You Betray Me? 

Nicole frowned slightly. 

What happened to Trevin was not enough to make Samuel so irritated. 

"Be quiet. He needs to get more sleep. You guys can buy some breakfast like millet porridge. We need to 

take good care of his stomach. I think he's not feeling well recently." 

Nicole asked someone to buy breakfast.. 

Actually, Samuel was a light sleeper. He used to receive training in the military region. As a result, he 

would wake up easily even if the sound was small, but he slept so deeply today. 

Nicole thought to herself, "He either slept too late last night or he's sick." 

"Could this man be sick?" 

Nicole frowned slightly and quickly ran into the room. 

She put her hand on Samuel's head and it was a little hot. 

Nicole hurriedly found a thermometer to take Samuel's temperature. 

Samuel really had a fever! 

Nicole thought to herself, "How could this man have a fever!" 

Nicole was a little anxious. 

"Can you call a doctor?" 

Nicole said to someone. 

That person hurriedly went to the hospital to invite a doctor to see Samuel when he found out that 

Samuel had a fever. 

The doctor said in a low voice after confirming Samuel's symptoms, "He has a fever caused by a cold. He 

just needs to take some medicine to bring his fever down. However, he needs to get more rest because 

he suffers from a lack of sleep." 

Nicole nodded and walked the doctor to the door. 

When she returned, Samuel was still sleeping. 



He rarely slept for such a long period of time. 

Nicole held Samuel's hand and felt that his body temperature was still rising. 

Nicole thought to herself, "What happened to this man?" 

"Why does he have a fever?" 

"Is it because we watched the stars last night? 

"But we didn't go out!" 

Nicole was puzzled. She couldn't help but think of the cigarette butts on the deck. 

"What time did he sleep last night?" 

"It's over five in the morning." 

Nicole was slightly stunned. 

Nicole thought to himself, "What kept this man up so late that he barely slept all night?" 

"Standing on the deck looking at the sea alone?" 

Nicole felt a little distressed. 

She went to get some hot water, used a hot towel to wipe Samuel's body, and gave him the medicine. 

finally dropped two hours 

opened his eyes, he 

"What happens to me?" 

wanted to get up, but he felt very 

him some 

"Me?" 

Samuel was slightly stunned. 

"How could I have 

Nicole said was true from her 

am sorry you 

get sick? You don't need to apologize to me. I am the one who should say sorry. I have no idea that you 

have a fever even if I 

Nicole blamed herself. 

of myself. I have never caught a cold before. I really don't know how 

millet 



began to 

"Okay." 

Samuel smiled gently. 

else from Samuel's look. She 

Samuel 

he ate millet porridge. He 

protect this woman this whole life. He absolutely 

forehead began to sweat after he ate a bowl of millet porridge. Nicole was kind of relieved when she 

sweat, but you are still weak now. You need to lie down for a while and you'll feel 

put down the 

hand and said, "I'm not 

enough rest. I 

nodded slightly at 

After all, he is someone from the Night 

Samuel was worried that she would be depressed again like she 

She nodded. 

If you feel uncomfortable, you can ask 

right now. I simply want 

Sky Group. He was the man who went 

come with Nicole if he didn't have 

and said, "Okay, I need to go now. 

I'll sleep for a while. I'm a 

Samuel looked off color. 

You look so weak and I should be with you. I can interrogate Trevin at 

are many people who can take care of me on this ship. However, Trevin is different. This isn't the place 

we take charge of. It can be a problem in the future if something happens and he escapes. We can't take 

the risk. We still have children behind 

pursed her lips when she heard Samuel's 

weren't for the children, she wouldn't have gone out on 

Samuel only, but 



hand and said, "I'll be 

"Okay." 

clothes and went 

was on land, but Nicole was not afraid 

"Did you find out something 

"Yes, I did." 

"Who is it?" 

"Petty." 

fell when she heard 

"Who?" 

around and looked at 

Mr. Green's younger 

Nicole immediately understood something. 

the cold air on the deck because of Petty. That was probably why he caught a cold and had a 

Petty! 


